Scraps Reimaged Series
Workshop 1: Coil Bowl
Skill Level: beginner and above
Instructor: Susan Sharkey

Description
Learn how to assemble fabric strips and cotton cord to create small bowls. Use
the bowls to hold your small trinkets or have on hand for gifts. Gather a wide
variety of your longer scrap pieces, and we’ll decide what to use when you
arrive for the workshop. Batik fabrics are preferred, but any interesting print
cotton fabrics will work. During the workshop you’ll be guided to select, cut, and then assemble ¾” strips
around cording. This workshop is appropriate for all sewing skill levels.

Supply List
No pattern required
Cotton fabric scraps in a variety of colors and patterns, at least the total equivalent of a fat quarter or
what can fill a small lunch bag. Fabric pieces should be minimum lengths of 20 inches and minimum
widths of 1 inch.
§ Sewing machine with zig zag features
§ Sewing machine needles for heavy weight sewing, at least #14 or #16 regular needle (and spare)
§ Bobbin and spooled thread in at least three neutral colors (light, medium, dark)
§ Scissors for fabric cutting
§ pins
§ Rotary cutter with sharp blade (any size)
§ 24” long quilter ruler to cut long strips
§ (optional) Fabric glue that dries clear
§ Instructor will provide Cording and access to fabric glue
Provided
§ Iron and ironing board
§ Cutting Mats
§
§

Note: Any pattern types and colors work for this project. Bring a mix of scraps. Batiks and fabrics with
metallic print patterns provide nice finishes. We’ll experiment with different patterns and color combinations
as we create several bowls during the workshop.

Golden Quilt Company
1108 Washington Ave.
Golden, CO 80401
303-277-0717

Please purchase supplies from the Golden
Quilt Company
Class supplies receive a 20% off discount

